WHAT IS THE COUNCIL?

The Binational Technology Council will promote the responsible adoption and creation of advanced technology through community dialogue and the development of policy recommendations and will assist in attracting and growing advanced technology companies through talent pipeline development and business consulting.

WHO SHOULD GET INVOLVED IN THE BINATIONAL TECHNOLOGY COUNCIL?

Anyone interested in our mission to promote the responsible adoption and creation of advanced technology.

Here are the four areas where individuals can get involved.

- Participation by nomination only.

BINATIONAL TECH FORUM

The Forum will engage a variety of leaders with expertise in advanced technology to discuss important topics surrounding the adoption and creation of new technology. The purpose of the Forum is to inform policy discussions by future of work policy committee, highlight R&D capacity across the region, and to encourage the responsible adoptions of advanced technology.

* Participation is open to all.

FUTURE OF WORK POLICY COMMITTEE

The Committee will develop policy recommendations to encourage the responsible adoption and creation of advanced technology for the benefits of both businesses and workers.

* Participation by nomination only.

SPECIAL INITIATIVES

- Fintech talent pipeline development
- Cybersecurity talent pipeline development
- Telehealth talent pipeline development
- Heat map showing IT programs

BUSINESS CONSULTING

The Council will offer one-on-one business consulting services to IT firms and will engage companies on an annual basis to identify barriers to company and industry growth.